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'Millie' brings 'Roaring Twenties' to life on Benson stage
by CALEB RUMMEL

photographer
The lights will warm up,
the sound system will turn
on, and the set pieces on
the Benson stage will frame
those who have once again
brought us a Homecoming
musical. This year's musical,
"Thoroughly Modern Millie," will give us a look back
to a time of flapper dresses,
bobbed hair and speakeasies
that defined an era.
The musical follows Millie
Dilmount as she comes to
New York City from Salina,
Kan., in hopes of living the
big life. She checks in to
Hotel Pricilla, a home for
girls like Millie, and begins
her journey with her new
roommate, Miss Dorothy.
The character of Millie is
portrayed by Elizabeth Harrell,
a Harding graduate student,
who said she is excited to
return to the Benson stage.
She d=ibed her return to the
Benson stage as "wonderful"
and said she is very excited to
share this less-known show,
especially compared to those
of the p ast few years, with
the public.
"I think that this show is
going to show [people] that
even though they didn't know
it coming into it, they will
thoroughly enjoy it, and it
will make them want to go
see more shows that they're
unfamiliar with," H arrell said.
O t her pri ncip al actors
include Sam Barker as Trevor
Graydon, Cassie Bennett as
Miss Flannery, Alycia Haynes
as Muzzie Van Hossmere,
AmandaLaneasMissDorothy
Brown and N ate White as

Jimmy Van Hossmere.
Every production presents
its challenges and producer
Cindee Stockstill said this
one is no different. She said
one of the biggest challenges
came with the Chinese dialect
of two of the actors.
.
Blake Hunter and J osh
Little portray Ching Ho
and Bun Foo, respectively,
two Chinese men working
for the Hotel Pricilla owner
Mrs. Meers, portrayed by
Mary McBride. Hunter and
Little speak only Chinese
throughout the show but are
both native English speakers
and have no background in
the Chinese language.
"Learning Chinese is
probably one of the most
challenging things I've ever
done," Hunter said. "It's everything opposite ofEnglish.
All the accents are on different
syllables, and the intonation
is new, but it's all really fun."
According to Stockstill,
the selection process for a
musical considers education
and entertainment.
"We try to pick a show
that will stretch our theater
majors and our music majors
and allow them an opportunity
to experience a genre that they
have not experienced before,"
Stockstill said. "We want it to
be audience-friendly, and in
our community and with our
belief system it's important
that we do something that's
family-orient~d and has a
good m essage.
Show s are F r iday and
Saturday at 8 p.m. Tickets
are available at the Benson
box office from 1 p.m. until
4 p.m. on Friday and from
7 p.m. until showtime both
nights.

photos by CAL..E'B R UMMEL IThe Bison
TOP LEFT: (From left) Joshua Little, Mary McBride and Blake Hunter sing "Mammy" in a dress rehearsal.
TOP RIGHT: Muzzy Von Hossmc1·e, played by Alycia Haynes, sin gs "Only in J\ew Yor k."
BOTTOM: Miss Dorothy, played by Am anda Lane, and Jimmy, played by Nale Wh ite, sing a quarte t
medley with Millie, played by E lizabeth Harrell, and Trevor Graydon, played by Sam Barker (not pictured).

Acclaillled investigative journalist
honored at Holllecollling festivities
by SARAH KYLE

editor in chief

by TIFFANY P.

For those who knew this
year's Distinguished Alumnus
during his years at Harding,
it m ay seem odd that the
man who traveled miles to
see Elto n J ohn and wrote
humor columns for the Bison h as spent his adult years
ensuring the convictions of
four murderers and criminals.

JONES
web editor

1982HardinggraduateJerry
"Boo" Mitchell was working
as a court reporter for the
Clarion- Ledger in Jackson,
Miss. in 1989 when he covered
the premiere of"Mississippi
Burning ," a movie detailing
the murderers of three civil
rights workers killed in 1964.
Mitchell said it was his
interaction with some FBI
age nts and the original
j ournalist who covered the
victims' cases that drove him
to the investigative work that
would make his career, even

photos courtesy ofJERRY MI TCHELL and FRIENDS
LEFT: Jerry Mitchell during his goofier days as a student at Harding.
RIGHT: Modern-day Mitch e ll next to the Cla rion-Ledger presses.
inspiring a movie based on his
work "Ghosts ofMississippi."
"I remember how horrified I was that all these guys
involved in these killings
n ever got prosecu ted for
murder," Mitchell said. "That
stunned m e."
It began w ith on e story,

Mitch ell said, and evolved
in to h is lifetime mission.
With sou rce after source,
Mitch ell said he was able
to uncover key parts to civil
rights murder cases.
'1fyou're like me, ifsomebody tells m e I can't h ave
something, I want it a million

times worse," Mitch ell said.
"All of those records were
sealed. I wanted them, so
I began to develop sources
who had access to those files
and began to get those files
leaked to me."

-SEE ALUMNUS
PG.2A

CAB pushes toward modernity
by KYLIE AKINS

news editor
The responsibility oforganizing campus
activities in the past was indistinguishable
from the SA's functions, passed through the
hands ofnumerous Student Association
presidents, Student Activities Committee
chair members and SA sponsors. 'What
began at Harding University as a classical
music program soon split to integrate the
popular music of the '70s and provide
students with a local, clean entertainment
venue. N ow managed separately by the
Campus A ctivities Board, a student committee headed by Director of C ampus

----

Hopper to step
away from
Honors College

Life Corey M cEntyre,on-campus entertainment recently experienced a facelift
with the unveiling of the organization's
redesigned logo.
After branding sessions with 2010
Harding graduate Brandon Click, M cEntyTe chose from Click's designs what he
called a "multipurpose, multidim ensional
icon'' to represent the CAB identity: A
play button.
"I wanted to convey that we're here for
entertainment," M cEntyre said. "W e're
here to get you out ofyour dorm.The logo
has motion to it; it wants you to move.
I wanted something easily identifiable
and something that had staying power."
The new logo has already been featured

-----------~-------=----

this year on several event posters and as a
sticker placed on Pass owners'student IDs.
"When you see the play button, it
means business; it means it's time to have
fun," M cEntyre said.
CAB, formerly called the Student
A ctivities Committee, split from the SA
in 2003 with its renaming. Along with
its new title came a separation of goals
from those of the SA Its main purpose,
M cEntyre said, b ecame to provide
entertainment on campus for students
to enjoy in a wholesome environment.
And this is a purpose retired Harding
faculty m ember Dr. J erome Barnes
would agree with.

-SEE CAB PC. 2A

A reorganization of the
Honors College and International Programs was announced Oct. 20. D r.Jeffrey
Hopper, who has served as
dean of both programs since
2001, will continue as D ean
of International Programs,
but Dr. W arren Casey will
becom e dean of the Honors
College. The two men have
been friends for almost 40
years and said they are excited
about the opportunities such
a job division creates.
Hopper said that it was
always intended that his job
be divided into two roles.
"Dr. Burks asked me
to take on both Dean of
International Programs and
the Honors College with the
understanding all along that
when it became too much,
we'd ask someone to share one
of these roles," Hopper said.
Casey currently serves as
the chair ofthe music department. He said he is unsure if
he will continue in that role
after he becomes dean.
"Dr. Burks has mentioned
that he'd like me to continue
in that but we're going to look
at that and see ifit's the best
for everybody concerned,"
Casey said. "Not just for me,
but music students here and
music faculty, as well as for
the honors program and the
students that are represented
in that."
Casey, who has been with
Harding since 1982, has had

some involvement with the
Honors College in the past,
teaching honors sections of
music appreciation and even
helping out with H o nors
Symposium in its early years,
but he said he is eager to learn
the workings ofthe college and
to know the honors students.
"D r. Hopper h as taken
what D r. [Larry] Long [vice
president for academic affairs]
started manyyears ago and has
allowed the H onors College to
blossom into a reallyfinecollege
with lots ofopportunities for
students who have excelled in
their academic career," Casey
said. "I hope to see things at
least continue as they are, if
not grow."
President of the Honors
Council Gabby Marcellini
said she is interested in the
new perspective Casey will
bring to the Honors C ollege.
"I look forward to working
1 with h im and seeing what
unique qualities h e brings
to the Honors College."
Marcellini said.
T h e division of H opper's job will allow him to
improve the quality of th e
international programs. He
said he is focusing on making the programs "better, not
necessarily bigger."
Alth o ugh H opper said
he is excited about the new
opportunities the job division
will allow, he said he will miss
certain aspects ofbeing dean
of the Honors College.
"I will miss the daily contact
with some ofthe most creative
and spiritual students in the
world," Hopper said.
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Students sign off
on COBA' s future
by KYLIE AKINS

news editor
In a special Paul R. Carter
College ofBusiness Administration chapel held Wednesday,
Oct. 27, business students were
able to play a part in the Mabee
Building's current construction
by signing their names on the
expansion5 foundational beams.
Dr. Bryan Burks, dean of
COBA, said the college simply
outgrew its nearly 30-year-old
building and started the expansions with students in mind.
"We are excited about the
building, but it's just a bunch
ofsteel and concrete, brick and
mortar,"Burks said. "It's about
the students. So it makes sease
as we have this addition to have
the students be a part ofit and
have some ownership in this."
The construction will incorporate several new classrooms,
including a large multipurpose
room that will also serve as an
auditorium. A student lounge
will be created with the addition of a coffee and snack shop
and inside and outside eating
areas. Rooms that can be used
for class break-out sessions and
conference rooms for business
clubs have been included for
students to meet and study
in. Throughout the building,
open student spaces have also
been added.
"The goal is that it's a place
that students can just spend
time and hang out and visit
with each other," Burks said.
The front lobby will be
expanded as well to make it
possible for the college to host
events like career fairs. A new
finance center will also be added
to the lobby, with a stock ticker
trailing from the lobby to the
f'\Wlt"W~r"''ll"""'""' ~11"'
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new center, giving the college's
entrance a more businesslike
personality, Burks said.
A Scripture, written across
the beams alongside hundreds
ofstudent signatures: Matthew
7:24- "Therefore everyone
who hears these words ofmine
and puts them into practice is
like a wise man who built his
house on the rock," was the
theme of the event.
Burks said allowing the
students to be a part of ~he
construction was important
for the students in two ways.
"One is to say that you were
here when it was being built
and your name is in the building somewhere," Burks said.
"But secondly, it's to commit
yourself to the foundation of
Jesus Christ. Hopefully the
students will not on.ly just
sign it and say they were here,
but they will think about how
they are building their 'house."'
Students who participated
in the event said they were
excited about their inclusion
in the building process.
"I think its really important
that I'm able to do this because
when I'm a sophomore, it will
be finished," said John Bone,
a freshman management information systems major. "It
adds another special aspect
for me because I'm signing
the beam that's going to be
in this building that other
people really won't be able to
see necessarily, but I'll know
it's there, and I'll be able to
tell people who are younger
than me and possibly my kids
about it one day."
The current phase of construction is scheduled to finish
May2011,with a second,smaller
phase finishing August 2011.

CAB: A look at campus entertainments past andfuture
music program. The SAC's the Benson stage began hostparticipation in the National ing new kinds of performers.
Association for Campus Activi"Looking back, we brought
"I felt like it was in some ties conferences would allow a lot of country acts in those
ways our duty to give the Harding to hire performers days: Clint Black, Lonestar,
student alternative entertain- like Jeff Dunham and the Blackhawk, Martina McBride,
ment that fit the mission of Oakridge Boys for less than Bryan White and Patty Lovea Christian college," former $2,000 before their popularity less," former sponsor of SAC/
CAB and current professor
reached its peak.
SA sponsor Barnes said.
Performances by many of communication Dr. Jim
Barnes began teaching
at Harding in the early '60s artists, such as the Carpenters, Miller said. "I think CAB
and became SA sponsor in Sinbad the Entertainer, Bill today does a very good job
the '70s, when the SAC first Cosby, Air Supply and Don of bringing musicians that
developed with the creation Williams, sold out quickly. have broader appeal."
Recent artists have included
of Harding's popular music With the Benson Auditolyceum program. The first rium's opening in 1980, the Sara Bareilles, who headlined
noteworthy concert featured Searcy community was _able her first show at Harding;
Kenny Rogers, country music to attend concerts hosted by David Cook, fresh off his
"American Idol" win; Taylor
singer-songwriter, and would Harding as well.
As ballad country disap- Swift, before she rose to her
be the first of many country
musicians to come and perform peared into a more upbeat current place at the tops of
to a packed Administration genre and different types country and pop charts; and
Auditorium during the early of music, like pop and rock, Jason Mraz, the most recent
years of Harding's popular became increasingly popular, big-name artist to grace the

CONTINUED

FROMPG. lA

Benson stage.
Steve Martin, director of
Benson Auditorium technical services for the past
20 years, has coordinated
concerts since the building's
creation. He said some of the
favorite shows he managed
were for Mark Nizer, a juggling and comedy act; Cary
Trivanovich, a mime; 1964,
a Beatles tribute band; and
Switchfoot. After almost a
quarter of a century managing concerts, he has seen the
work of nearly every SAC
and CAB director cross the
Benson stage.
"We still try to have
entertainment that reflects
our Christian values," Martin
said. "That has always been a
difficult task for the Campus
Activities Directors."

ALUMNUS: Mitchell brings justice to victims ofhate crimes
CONTINUED FROM PG. lA
Mitchell disco;vered that a Mississippi
segregationist spy agency called the Mississippi Sovereignty Commission worked
to get Byron De La Beckwith, a Ku Klux
Klan member suspected in the murder of
Medgar Evers, acquitted for any crimes.
When Evers' wife, Myrlie, requested
the case be reopened, Mitchell said that
step by step, the way to Beckwith's conviction was paved.
"The way I tell this story is that at the
time I wrote that story, the odds were
a million to one against the case being
reopened," Mitchell said. ''Myrlie Evers
believed, and she prayed, and some amazing things happened. .. . It's like all these
things that had to happen did happen. It's
a matter offaith with me: I believe God's
hand is involved in these cases."
Now, Mitchell has helped convict four
people for hate crimes and murders since
Beckwith's conviction in 1994 and said he
continues to work toward justice for the
victims of such crimes.
·

"I want to work on these cases until
they're done," Mitchell said.
Mitchell's wife, Karen, is also being
recognized as a Distinguished Alumnus,
a tradition Director ofAlwTini and Parent
Relations Liz Howell said is representative of the trying role she has had in
Mitchell's work
"We ... believe that a marriage is a
team, and the success is the result ofboth
parties," Howell said. "Karen has carried a
huge load with the publicity surrounding
the cases that resulted in death threats to
her family."
Karen said that while the road has
never been easy, she has found purpose in
Mitchell's mission that makes the dangers
just another part of life.
"I was scared in the early years. After
each case I would beg him to work on
something that didn't involve murders.The
death threats and the negative letters to the
editor, etc., really impacted me,"Karen said.
"Once I met the victim's families, I think I
finally understood how he felt. His fight

for justice is bigger and more important
than me worrying ifsomeone was going
to come and blow up our car or house.
"I knew that in order for our marriage
to work, I had to support him and be okay
with whatever he investigated."
Longtime friend Michael Roden said it
is Mitchell's tenacity and desire for justice
that makes him a true hero.
"He is doing the work of the angels,"
Roden said. "When people had just about
given up hope of any justice in this life,
he came to Mississippi and began his
investigative work He is this generation's
Simon Weisenthal, racing against time to
bring these killers to justice in this life."
Mitchell said he is just doing what
he believes a journalist should: Using his
talents to change the world.
"In a lot ofways, journalism is a service.
At least I think ofit in that way,"Mitchell
said. "It's something bigger than us. We
have the ability to change the world, and
I think it's kind of a' neat thing to be able
to do. We can change it for the better."
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Harding University
students, plan on making new
friends thi$ year? Get their digits
LG, friendly phones for friendly people.
GU295
Push-To-Talk Calling
AT&T Navigator
1 3 MP Camera/Cam corder
Muslc/Vldeo Player
Bluetootf-t• Connectivity
rnrcroSD"' Memory Slot

. AT&T Social Net

3.0 MP Camera/Camcorder
Full Touch Display
Virtual QWERTY Keyboard
Music/Video Player
Dolby" Mobile
Bluetooth° Connectivity
microSD™ Memory Slot

Vu-Plus
AT&l Mobile TV
AT&T Social Net
3.0 MP Camera/Camcorder
Touch Screen
QWERTY Keyboard
Music Player
Bluetoot h° Connectivity
microSD™ Memory Slot

Save 10% off .basic monthly service
charges with a qualified plan.

Just mention· code 2878284.

AVAILABLE AT,

3544 East Race
Searcy, AR 72143
(501) 279 - 0011 or att.com/wireless/hardingstudents

~ at&t

*Limited time offer. Subject to Wireless Customer Agreement. Credit approval req'd. Activation fee up to $36/line. Coverage and services, including mobile broadband, not available
everywhere. Geographic, usage and other conditions and restrictions (that ma}': result in service termination) apply. Taxes and other charges apply. Prices and equip. vary by mkt. and may not
be avail. from inder:iendent retailers. See store 6r visit aft.com tor details. Early Termination Fee (ETf): None if cancelled during first 30 days - S35 restocking fee may apply; after 30 days ETF
up to $ 150 or $325 depending on device (details attcom/equipmentETF). Subject to change. Agents may impose add'! fees. Regulatory Cost Recovery Charge up to $1.25/mo. is charged
to help AT&T defray costs of complying with gov't obligations and charges on AT&T0not a ta;< or gov't required charge. Monthly discount: Available to qualified employees of companies
and/or governmert agencies ;;ind q ualified students and employees of colleges/unlltersit~s with a qualified business agreem ent ("Business Agreement"). Service discount subject to
corresponding Business Agreement and may be interr1.;1ptEid and/or .discontinued without noti<;e to you. Service discount a_pplies only to the monthly service charge of qualified plans and not
to any other c harges. A minimum number of employees, minimum monthly service charge for qualified plans, additional AT&T services or other requirements may appl~ for discount eligibility.
Discounts may hot be combined. Offer subject to change, If you have a question about available discounts and/or your eligibility, you can contact your company s telecommunications
manager. © 2010 AT&T Inte llectual Property. AH rights reserved. AT&T and fhe AT&T logo are trademarks of AT&T Intellectual Property. Copyright © 2010 LG Electronics, Inc. ALL RIGHTS
RESERVED. All materials in this advertisement that feature any LG Electronics, Inc. service marks, trademarks, copyrights or trade dress, are the property of LG Electronics, Inc.
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Changes Across Campus
Then and Now
Girls living in Pattie
Cobb Hall can share
a common expenence
with Harding women
past in the historic
dorm. While the
structure remains
similar, Pattie Cobb
residents today enjoy
a more forested front
lawn and an updated
lily pond.

While the Ganus
building is not as
flashy as the H~on
Student Center, it was
once the highlight of
social life.

Once driven to the
Pattie Cobb basement
for daily meals,
students can now
appreciate. the space
and modem look of
today's Charles White
Cafeteria.

Harding campus
has grown over the
years. With new
dorms, buildings and
technology, Bisons
from years past can
find themselves lost
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e the Bison has taken a more
odern look this year, we also
knowledge the importance
of recognizing where you came from. It is
because of this, and in honor ofthe weekend's
Homecoming festivities, that we have decided
to make this issue of the Bison a tribute to
the past.
Within the pages of what we are calling
our "throwback," you will find tribute stories
to Ju Go Ju's 85th anniversary, the 1972 Bison
fuotball team and the progress ofmany campus
organizations. You will read letters from

I

n the decades since I last walked across the stage
ofthe Benson Auditorium, I have learned that
Harding prepared me in valuable ways I hardly
understood at the time. For instance, I have dined
at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in New York City
and the Kennedy Center in Washington, D. C.
Thankfully I was prepared because of this lesson
learned at Harding:
l)Eat first and ask questions later. (One question that still puzzles me from my days at Heritage
Cafeteria: Why exactly did they call it "Shepherd's
Pie"? Whatever the answer is, let's hope it doesn't
involve German shepherds.)
Many of the days I walked to the cafeteria,
I hauled an umbrella. Some days it sprinkled.
Some days it poured. Some days I swore I could
see the animals pairing up. (Attention thiefwho
stole my umbrella during one brutal downpour:
I'm still looking for you.)
In one Bible class I had in the Little Theater,
rain began leaking through the roof, and I was
forced to open my umbrella to keep my notebook
dry. This led me to think:
2)God lets it rain on the just and the unjust.
My question is why he chooses to fulfill his entire
•
promise in Searcy?
Of course, it just wouldn't have been Harding
without the rules. Most were understandable, but
a few were baffling. In fall 1981 came word of a
rule change. I wrote in my column in the Bison:
"The administration has decided to ban sandals.
The next thing they'll be telling us is the apostles
wore Nikes."
What I've realized in the decades since:
3)1he rules oflife are much stranger than the
rules at Harding.
To say male and female students at Harding
were treated differently in the late 1970s would
be a tremendous understatement. As soon as the
weekday 10:30 p.m. curfew hit, dorm mothers
barricaded the women's dorms.
As soon as 10:30 p.m. hit for men, well, the
night was young. Our curfew was 11 p.m. I never
did really understand the idea that men needed

kaelyn tavernit

michael roden
kevin boyce

At the Bison, it is our goal to
senre the Harding University
student body with integrity,
truth and open ears.
However, we believe that
meeting that goal is a twoway street between our staff
and the public it senres.
We pledge to keep our
eyes and ears open to what
our community has to say
and hope that, in return,
that community will be
an interactive audience,
sharing its stories with us.
We also pledge to do the
basics: report accurate and
relevant information, check
our facts, and share them
in a professional, integrable
manner.
If you have any story ideas,
questions, comments or concerns for the Bison staff, please
e-mail Sarah Kyle, the editor in
chief, at skyle@harding.edu.

I

- william ralston freshman

jerry mitchell

Guest
Space
30 minutes to make it back across our campus,
although I guess it was an improvement from
my dad's days when there was no men's curfew.
For male students, avoiding late minutes was
simply a matter of strategy. If we saw we were
going to be late back to our dorm, all we had to
do was stay out long enough .for the guy at the
desk to go to bed (usually 1:30 a.m. or so). The
lesson learned?
4)It's all about the timing.
Traveling across campus brought its share of
adventures. There were almost daily encounters
with water sprinklers, which soaked anyone who
dared to stay on the sidewalks.
5)Life is full of water sprinklers.
Speaking ofcampus life, we spent most ofours
inside the dorm. Someone dubbed our secondB.oor wing at Harbin dormitory "The Zoo."The
name seemed entirely appropriate given the noholds-barred football games that took place ,in
our hallways and the bottle rockets regularly fired
under doors. One night, a couple ofguys walking
into our community shower found they had to step
over a children's seesaw. (OK, I confess. I did it.)
6)Take time to have fun.
Every morning meant a mad dash to make 9
a.m. chapel. (No matter how many times I smiled
at the chapel seat checker, she never excused any
of my absences.)
7)There are no shortcuts.
Social clubs played a big role in our lives on
campus, and I'll never forget playing the smallest
ofroles the nightTNT and Zeta Rho won Spring
Sing in 1980. (I played a very loud cowbell. Did

Will Ferrell somehow hear about this?)
Not surprisingly, I spent much of my time
at Harding working on the Bison, the student
newspaper. I'm happy to see it is still going strong.
I'll always have a fond place in my heart for the
Bison because my wife and I became friends there.
8)Make friends for life.
While at Harding, I discovered I loved writing
(1 even wrote a one-act play) and decided to pursue
it as a career. In 1981, my first job in journalism
paid me S4 an hour, barely above minimum wage.
I have never regretted it.
9)Pursue your passions, not a paycheck.
My reporting has rarely been popular, and
at times I've had to fight to get stories in the
, newspaper. I was grateful for the training I got
working on the Bison where we once battled to
get a story printed.
lO)Fight for what's right.
There are plenty ofthings I miss about Harding.
I miss the camaraderie, the Christian fellowship,
even the classes, but what I may miss most of all
is chapel. Students and speakers would inspire me.
(Who could forget the immense talents ofpeople
like the actor Jonathan Cloud?) And "Praise the
Lord, Ye Heavens Adore Him" never failed to
send chills down my spine.
ll)Spend time each day with God.
It is true. All I ever really needed to know I
learned at Harding.

JERRY "BOO" MITCHELL (Harding
'82) worked on the Bison from 19791982 as news editor and writer of
Fifth Column, a satirical look at life
on the Harding campus. Since then,
he has won more than 30 national
awards for reporting that has led to
the convictions of four Ku Klux Klan
leaders responsible for killings of the
past that had never been punished.
He and his wife, Karen, are Harding's
2010 Distinguished Alumni.

Like the Present Season

jerry mitchell

caleb rummel

SAR{\H KYLE serves as the editorin-chief of the Bison. She may be
contacted at skyle@harding.edu.

I would like to comment on the Oct. 29 "news"
article "Affordable Care Act Helps Students."
This article is over-the-top bias and is simply
not appropriate in the news section.
News is not biased, but factual. I would greatly
appreciate ifin the future we could more clearly
distinguish opinions columns from the news.
The article itselfis bias, it presents extremely
controversial legislation from a one sided positive
view. The quotes only compliment the biases of
the article. I do not think it necessary to define
objective reporting, but I would stress that when
representing the good people of Harding there
should be more effort to bring fair and balanced
coverage. I ask that you please understand how
deeply offensive this article is to me and many
others here at Harding.

All I Really Needed to Know I Learned at Harding

steven ramsey

mackye sandlin

some of the Bison's former staffers and learn
the story of one of Harding's Distinguished
Alumni couples. You will learn things you
never knew about our president, Dr. David B.
Burks. You will learn how different the rules
were in 1943 and what makes the Harding
woman so unique today.
Above all, we hope you will enjoy our attempt
to bring the vintage life back into fashion
this week. If you are a guest, welcome! We
have a map with key Homecoming activities
on page 6A that you can refer to ifyou find
yourself lost in the Homecoming magic. If
you are a student, please learn from this issue
and the Bison students that came before us.
In putting together this week's issue, I have
had the opportunity to learn from so many
caring people who share this place with us.
So come on in. Stay for a while.

I

t was the best oftimes; it was the
worst of times. It was a season
of heady new-found freedom;
it was a season of paralyzing worry
about future plans. It was a period
ofprocrastination over assignments;
it was a period of socializing to the
extreme; it was an era of anger over
the hypocrisy of rules and policies; it
was an era of fierce dedication and
loyalty to the university's mission. In
short, for Harding students, the season
was "far... like the present season."
Itwas an age ofmissed deadlines,
headlines that wouldn't fit, irate letters to the editor and not enough
revenue; it was an age ofcamaraderie,
common purpose and dedication
to professionalism. It was a period
oflooking for a scoop and hoping
for a great expose; it Was a period
ofjust filling the pages so we could
get our schoolwork done and finally
have a date. In short, for the Bison
staff, the season was "far... like the
present season."
Whether best or worst, the
times were certainly busy. Editorial
staff members were always under a
time-crunch and ever on the alert for
topics that would make interesting
reading for a student body that was
often largely apathetic. Story ideas
came from staffers who were involved
in a wide range of studies; most of
us weren't journalism majors-in
fact, our assistant editor was a Bison
football player. We actually paid
attention to chapel announcements,
hoping for newsworthy items, and
we solicited ideas weekly from the
publicity office, then located upstairs
in the administration building where
the IT department is now, and from
the Student Association, whose
headquarters were right across the
hall from the Bison office in what

mackye sandlin

Guest
Space
was then the new student center.
(We moved in at the beginning of
the 1974-75 school year. In the late
'60s and early '70s, the Bison office
was upstairs above the student. Story
assignments for the following week
were posted on the office door on
Thursdays; nobody had even thought
ofelectronic communication at that
point.
Some of the big stories during
1975, when Harding celebrated its
50th anniversary, included the appointment of Dr. David Burks to
chair the Department of Business
and Economics and the opening of
the new preacher training schoo~ then
called the Christian Communications
Center. JeffHopper was hired as an
assistant professor of music, plans for
building the Benson Auditorium were
underway, and Harding had a record
enrollment of2,364.
On Mondays, the editor and her
assistants wrote columns and edited
copy, which, of course, was typed on
typewriters and then taken to Harding Press to be set in camera-ready
.columns. Like today's Bison, the
columns included opinions about
campus happenings, political musings and spiritual concerns, with an
occasional humor column thrown in.
Our focus then was almost exclusively
on Harding happenings, but during
election years, quite a bit ofspace was
devoted to political issues. One ofthe

few editorials written about a national
topic won an Arlcansas College Press
award when we expressed our outrage
over Richard Nixon's pardon in the
Watergate affair.
Involving our readers'opinions was
a big goal, and we regularly featured
poll results on such topics as "Should
women students be allowed to wearpant
suits to class?" and "Are Pledge Week
activities inherently un-Christian?"
The birth of"investigative reporting"
a la Woodward and Bernstein was a
huge influence on our interests, and
we longed for some scandal like a
campus Watergate to shoot us into
prominence. While being unwaveringly loyal to Harding, we seethed at
what we found hypocritical and were
eager to publicize double-standards often unmindful of the fact that our
publisher was the university itsel£
Tuesdayswerethebigworknights
for the entire staff, all ofwhom would
be involved in proofreading and writing
headlines to fit pages that the editors
graphed out after the business manager
had placed the advertisements while a
cartoonist and photographer worlced
on the week's graphics. Like papers
today, the number ofpages in an issue
wasn't determ~ned by the amount
of news but rather by the number
of ads that had been sold that week.
The publicity office provided some
· pictures (Dr. Mike James was then
the office's primary photographer), but
most were developed the old-fiishioned
way in the Bison darkroom. Chuck
Hicks, who was then an artist for
the publicity department, designed
the paper's masthead that year and
sometimes provided other graphic
design, all of which was done by
hand at that time.
A long-standing tradition of
the time was for the editor to make

sandwiches for the staff on work
nights-peanut butter and jelly, along
with tuna salad made in a blue plastic
child's potty that was passed from
editor to editor with great fanfare at
the annual staff banquet. The origin
of that tradition was a mystery, and
we have often wondered when and
if it was discontinued.
Larehourswere?JtinonWednesday
nights after church services, when the
editorial staffgathered again to proofread the entire paper "dummy"which
Harding Press had put together from
our layout designs. The Press shop,
a far cry from the modern building
on the edge of today's campus, was
located in an old building on the site
ofthe present Mabee building. Harding Academy was directly adjacent
to the print shop, between it and the
Claude Rogers Lee building, which
then housed the music department.
The comcteddummywas returned
to Harding Press on Thursday morning to be printed and distributed on
Friday, and the entire process would
begin again.
Looking back at all that work,
undertaken while being a newlywed
and while taking a full load ofclasses,
teaching a children's church class and
working the breakfast shift at the
Heritage cafeteria six days a week,
one might assume that it could only
have been "the worst of times." In
reality, although it makes us tired just
to remember it all, like most of our
Harding experience, it was indeed
"the very best of times."

MA.CKYE SANDLIN is a
1976 Harding graduate. She
served as the Bison's editor in chief from 1975-1976
and as assistant editor from
1974-1975.
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jess ardrey

by alex leach

Stuff

Retro Stuff

L

et me paint you a picture. I sit
down at my computer. I open
a Word document. I settle
into my oversized office chair, ready
to pen the next greatest edition of
Stuff Harding Kids Like.
Almost ready.
I need music. I open iTunes and
peruse my playlists, scrolling back
and forth past titles such as "Glee,"
"Crunk" and "The Real Dirty South."
Suddenly I know exactly what I
want to hear.
Pat Benatar.
Which beautifully segues to my
topic: Harding kids like retro stuff.
If you think I plan on talking
about bell-bottoms, go ahead and
rid yourself of that notion. Yes, I
wore them when they sort of came
back in junior high, but I threw
them out with my Giga Pets and
Hanson albums.
In our beloved retro world, there
are two realms: The old and the new.
Let us first address the actual
retro, the old. As a general rule, we
like old music. Whether we actually
know their music or not, we love
the Beatles. You put those four not
particularly nice-looking faces on a
shirt and we're going to buy it.
ell, last week was quite
steven ramsey
Life is a book of open silence just for that. All joy,
And then there are the '80s. I, like
heartbreak, sorrow, unfairness,
different than this week
many on this campus, was born in
pages, and when
bad academics, not making
The student center is a
1989. What does this mean? Does
bit more toned down, as are the
clubs,
losing or winning games,
you don't shy away
this mean it's a complete tragedy
articles of clothing. People don't
boyfriends and girlfriends, unseen
that I missed out on a great decade?
from challenges and
sin, friendships, anything - God
Does it mean that I still fully claim match or wear so many bandanas
or suits and ties or hats. I'm not
pays
attention and cares.
uncertainty and risk,
myself as a child of the '80s? Does
knocking you if you are still doing
With
it being Homecoming,
it mean that I may or may not look
the better the story
such things, in fact more power
I hope we can all come back to
down on those younger than me
to you! I'm just stating what I've
becomes - to you and Harding someday and say that
because they were born in the '90s?
observed. Congratulations to all something about themselves. And
we were a body of believers who
Yes.
to
others.
those who made it through the just as important, they found out
had enough faith that God would
Let's just be honest. How many
week alive. I am sure the other something about someone else.
bring
us through the uncertainty.
of us have a soft spot for Ferris
side is much better, and maybe
I hope you who did join a club meals with those in Searcy. We That as characters we would have
Bueller? And how many of us have
you can even say 'it was worth it. are that character. The week is not did World Missions Workshop. the trust that the Author would
at least one black '80s band shirt in
A character goes through an easy one, but I hope you can We participated in collegiate write a great story through the
our closets? I mean, my heart broke
obstacles,
sometimes intense, look back on it and say you are sports and club sports. We have characters that boldly walked
a little when my Qyeen shirt got its
romantic,
dangerous , risky, glad. As humankind, we all are done clubs. We have taken on a through fire. God wants to write a
first hole.
uncomfortable
and maybe even that character. Life is a book o( new and small habit every week. great story through the characters
And then there's the whole hippie
humiliating.
The
more intense the open pages, and when you don't We've attended concerts. We have (I can name quite a few - ha) at
craze that made its way around campus,
but that's a whole different column struggle, the more interesting the shy away from challenges and made new friends. And honestly, Harding University.
in itself Don't worry, Mr. Barefoot story gets.The character rarely does uncertainty and risk, the better we may not have done clubs or we
it alone but has help along the way the story becomes - to you and may have lost friends or games or
and Dreads. You're on my list.
Now let's move on to the new that was necessary to the ending to others. This year we have not cried or been mad about things. STEVEN RAMSEY is a
But in all of this, never forget
retro. I like to think of this more as being right. On the other side of shied away from challenges. We
guest contributor for the
nostalgia. This is basically mad love this tension is someone who is raised money for the Sunshine to pray. The prayer room in Shores Bison. He may he contacted
for anything we grew up with in the different. Someone who has been School and research for cancer. Chapel, right above the student at sramsey@harding.edu
'90s. This is why when I mentioned transformed because they learned We formed relationships and had center, is a place of solitude and
Giga Pets and Hanson earlier, you
were inadvertently overwhelmed by
feelings of heartbreak from when
your digital frog died every day while
you were in school and feelings of
entrancement at mention ofthe silken
locks of the Hanson bros.
n this Homecoming day I'm delighted
That our mascot is Buff the Biseese.
michael claxton
The thing about nostalgic retro
to say
Or how'bout this topic, and don't be myopic,
It's a happy occasion, not solemn.
is that it creates an instant bond
Retaining that plank in your own eye.
But when we all scream for our brave footbetween strangers. For instance, when
Since it would be cool as a technical rule
To call us the Fighting Bisoni.
you meet someone new and you hit ball team,
that snag in the conversation where
There's the question ofwhat we should call 'em.
Or, if you please, if we thought overseas,
It could really afford us a bonus.
it's starting to get awkward, all you
This puzzle becomes (for all Harding alums-Whether city or country or rural- )
have to do is start talking about "The
So maybe we'll dare try a slight Latin flair
Mighty Ducks." If they're still not
Is it the same ifwe roar for one Bison or four?
And pronounce it in Spanish "Bisones"?
buying,bring up your Super Nintendo;
'Cause our mascot is already plural.
Now we could take a cue from a word in
Whatever we do for one
dropping titles like "Street Fighter
We English professors have few bigger stressors
Hebrew,
II" or "Killer Instinct." And if, after
Than nitpicky questions of grammar;
When you take a sweet cherub and clone
player or two
The rules for the comma are causing us trauma,
extensive "Ghostbuster" action figure
himAnd pronouns are making us stammer.
descriptions, the conversation's still
We certainly want to be wise.
As an angel to spare makes a cherubim pair,
Our slogans all read, "Go Bisons," indeed,
failing, that person is brain-dead,
Our players could be the Bisonim.
So will it cause grief if we try
in which case you should probably
And we're all of us proud of the name.
Or we could take a chance and pretend
But what do we do, since one Bison or two
call 911.
to be brief
we're in France
Anyway, because I'm such a kind
Is supposed to be spelled just the same?
Where two bison would translate biseaux?
And shorten our nickname to
soul, I've made you a cheat-sheet.
Though someone might guess that apostrophe S
No, instead let's suppress that French plural
That's right. Here's a list of retro
Would neatly make Bison's from Bison,
unless
Bise?
things you have to like. Ifyou can't
I say anyone who makes this grammar boo-boo
The Gulf Conference moves to Bordeaux.
Of course we could try the
bear to like some of them, at least
I will lock in a cage and put mice in.
Here's another idea, though perhaps it
brush up on some major talking
And so my dear friends, a whole lot depends
would be a
process whereby
points on the subjects:
On how well we sort out this small mess,
Disaster we'd have to atone in
The plural of goose becomes
DefLeppard
Since our trademark sports gear and each
Ifwe said with a grin like our friends in Berlin
H eavyweights
popular cheer
That it should be pronounced as Bisonen?
geese.
Leather
All contain a superfluous S.
Now please do not pout, since we cannot
But I think that it may be
Frank Sinatra
I can't stress enough that this choice is not fluff,
rule out
No decision we just roll the dice on.
Exclaiming "Go Buffalo" for fun.
Vinyl
quite awkward to say
·•
Phil Collins
But this name will not do 'cause that word's
It is no piece of cake; there is too much at stake
That our mascot is Buff the
With the pluralization of Bison.
Mortal Kombat
plural, too,
Flannel
Now let me explain, it won't do to complain
Which brings us right back to square one.
Biseese.
Saved By the Bell
That grammatical rules are obtuse.
We're now losing ground; my head's startChuck Taylor
There are quite a few words, whether singles
ing to pound;
Thus now you will see how much stress it
Well, there you go. You're now or herds,
It's something I must put some ice on.
I just cannot rest before solving this quest
officially set for the rest of your life.
Spelled the same, such as deer, shrimp or can be
Attempting Bisonification.
That is, as long as you only talk to moose.
To decide between Bisons and Bison.
And so we come back with a plan of attack
people in your general age range. If
It doesn't make sense; it is crazy-intense
I've got it! Listen here for the ultimate cheer,
To solve once and forever this crisis.
you need practice, you can come work
To have plurals confusing our chants,
For the fans this will really entice 'em.
Please don't be distressed if I deign to suggest,
on your "Boy M eets World" trivia
But S's remain, either single or twain
If our voices do swell with the Latinate yell,
Could the plural of Bison be Bises?
with me.W e'll be friends in no time.
With scissors and tweezers and pants.
"Let's go Harding! E Pluribus Bisum!"
Whatever
we do for one player or two
Because I know that's what you
So clearly my dears, when we yell out our
W e certainly want to be wise.
cheers,
really want.
So will it cause grief if we try to be brief
This is something we need much advice on.
And
shorten our nickname to Bise?
JESS ARDREY serves as
I'll admit it's a fright; it just doesn't sound right
Of
course
we could try the process whereby MICHAEL CLAXTON is a guest
opinions editor for the BiTo stand up and holler "Go Bison."
of goose becomes geese.
The
plural
son. She may be contacted at
contributor for the Bison. He may be
And yet I suspect those who must be correct
But I think that it may be quite awkward to say contacted at mclaxto1 @harding.edu
Will find "Bisons" an awkward sensation.
jardrey@harding.edu
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Do you know uJLn_),o~ ulllt renre?

1 haven'.t made a firm decision, but it will he in the not-that-distant future.
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Bison Stampede
SK Run
Saturday
9a.m.
Registration begins at 8 a.m.

Black and Gold
Banquet
Friday
5:30 p.m.

AMERICAN HERITAGE CENTER
ROOMS 2091210

Be the Match Bone
Marrow Drive

TICKETS ARE$ 16

Friday
9:30 a.m. to 7 p.m.

X-Treme Tailgate
Inflatable games
and petting zoo
Saturday
10:30 a.m. to 1:45 p.m.

Harding
Homecoming
Showcase

AUDITORIUM

Belles and Beaux
performance

FIRST SECURITY STADIUM
GANUS ATHLETIC
CENTER

BENSON AUDITORIUM

Saturday
11 a.m. to 1 :30 p.m.

Homecoming
Musical
"Thoroughly
Modern Millie"
Friday and Saturday
Bp.m.
$10, $12 OR $15
www.hardingtickets.com

Before t he Homecoming ga me
outside First Security Stadium
WEAR BLACK AND GOLD
BRING A GRILL

Bison football

vs.

Arkansas Tech Univ.
Saturday at 2 p.m.
$7 - GENERAL ADMISSION
$10- RESERVED SEATING

For a complete list
of Harding
Homecoming
events
VISIT
harding.edu/homecoming

..
- - - - - - - - --
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Cheerleaders keep school spirit hyped
up for H oinecoining
by ASHLEY
ROSENBAUM

asst. news editor

You're
killing
Ille,

Sinalls
It all begins with the
awkward and anti-social
not-a-child but not-a-man
character being forced out of
the safety and comfort ofhis
cowboy-themed bedroom
and into the untamable
wilderness of a sports field.
The character finds himself
in unfamiliar territory, standing in a position he has no
idea how to play, trying to
incorporate himself into a
social atmosphere ofroughand-tough hard-hitters, and
praying that he does not miss
the catch. Needless to say,
he misses the catch and his
self-esteem takes a swan dive
into the depths of despair.
But not all hope is lost,
because he is still alive and
still able to make the catch.
All he needs is a little practice.
And if you think I am
explaining the first scenes of
"The Sandlot," that thrilling
tale of boy meets sport, you
could be right. But I am not
here to retell the plot of a
movie we have all seen more
times than we can count I am
here to show you that Scott
Smalls, the main character
of"The Sandlot,"has a lot in
common with the character
from the beginning of this
piece, who happens to be me.
W e all go through one
of those stages of being the
awkward kid. And we have
all been on the hunt for social
acceptance.
And so the only way to
become socially recognized is
to get involved in something
like student council, drama,
sports, etc. And since my
first drama debut involved
tripping over my own cape
and smacking the stage with
my face, I decided to opt for
sports. And this is where
Smalls and I take different
paths. While Smalls found
social solace in baseball,
I discovered mine in the
ancient sport of the Native
Americans: Lacrosse.
Lacrosse was what you
might call my initiation into
teenage-guy-hood. Itwas a
new program at school, and
most ofthe guys my age were
fairly as experienced as I was
(i.e. no experience at all), and
we joined because we heard
large, metal sticks used for
hitting were involved.
Unfortunately, while
Smalls ended the film as a
homerun-hitter, my ending
was not so happy. Put on the
- varsity team by default due
to my senior status, I was the
benchwarmer.
But I was not bitter; I
was still a member of the
team, still a lacrosse player,
still one of the guys. And
while I continually missed
the catches, threw the ball
way too far or completely
forgot how to cradle, it was
simply another ''You're killing
me, Smalls" moment, and I
would continue on doing
my best.
JOHN MARK ADKISON
serves as t he sports
editor for the 20102011 Bison. He may
be contacted at
jadkiso1@harding.edu

They can flip. They can fly. They can yell.
They can cheer. They can choreograph. And do
it all in skirts. One can hear them from stands,
hear them from the field and hear them from
the snack shack. They're unmistakable in their
black-and-gold uniforms, face paint and ribbontied ponytails. They are Harding's cheerleaders,
and they are here to make sure Harding's school
spirit is running strong, whether pumping up
the fans into a football frenzy or getting the
Rhodes rowdy.
1his year's cheerleading squad is unique because
they are made up of different personalities, abilities, talents and a large number of new freshmen,
team members said.
Freshman Tessa Brown said that being a
ch eerleader for the Bisons is a great way to be
an asset to the school.
"It's a great way to encourage people and get
to know wonderful girls," Brown said.
Freshman Katie Paylor said being a part of a
large team is a means to meet new people and
grow closer with the older members.
"I am used to being a part of a huge class on
the cheerleading squad, so it doesn't bother me,"
Paylor said. "I love all the freshman girls, and I
can't wait for us to grow closer in the upcoming
years."
Sophomore Hailey Nowakowski said the

plzoto by CALEB R UMMEL IThe Bison
Junior Aislyn Wilson pe1forms a liberty
and heel stretch at a football game.
~

.

cheerleaders this year have great chemistry.
"Every year there are usually a significant
amount of freshmen on the cheerleading squad,
but they always mesh right in," Nowakowski
said. "This year has been a really great year for

the cheerleaders, and I think that all the freshman have fit in well with us and completed out
the squad."
Senior cheerleading captain Alyssa Dugan
said that the team has been supportive of each
other in trying times.
"The team has been so wonderful this year,
from getting along so great to learning all the
material and now with making all the changes
needed since I have been injured," Dugan said.
"They were wonderful the night of Midnight
M adness when literally minutes before, we had to
change things because I got hurt. Since I am out the
rest of the season the girls have really stepped up
to change what has been needed. They are a great
group ofgirls and I couldn't ask for anything better."
Cheerleading sponsor Kellee Blickenstaff said
that the team would not be the same without the
new freshmen who come in each year.
"I don't know what I would do ifl didn't have
a big crew of freshmen," Blickenstaff said. "They
bring high school spirit and the upperclassmen
start getting busy with majors and other commitments. It is a great way for them to get involved in
campus right off the bat. They are a very talented
group of girls."
Blickenstaff said that this year's cheerleaders
are a very talen ted gtoup of girls that each bring
something different to the table.
"This group of girls' tumbling abilities are highlevel,"Blickenstaff said. "1his group as a whole has
sweet, kind, Christian young ladies that realize
what they are here for. They are here to support
the team and bring school spirit."

Homecoming game set against Arkansas Tech
by JANET ORGAIN
student writer
During H omecoming,
fans enjoy tailgating, grilling
out, fellowshipping, music
and the crowning of the
Homecoming queen. This
year, the game day matchup
against Arkansas Tech will
also be at the height of
Homecoming festivities on
Saturday at 2 p.m.
Head football coach Ronnie
Huckeba said he expects the
game to be a tough challenge
for the Bisons.
"[Arkansas Tech] has one
of the strongest programs in
our conference," Huckeba

said. "They are the only there is a really good chance
team in Arkansas that has that you'll get beat."
Senior defensive lineman
been to the national playoffs
since we've been in the Gulf Andrew Jackson said he exSouth Conference."
pects Arkansas Tech to test
However, Arkansas Tech the Bisons both offensively
is not the only team with a and defensively.
"Tech has always been a
strong program. Huckeba and
players said they have been really big, fast team,"Jackson
challenged every Saturday said. "Our offense will have
and every game has b een to be very efficient to move
filled with excitement.
the ball on those guys."
"This year in the GSC
Senior quarterbackJosh
everybody has a strong Powell agreed that although
program; it's a dog fight Tech's defense will be tough,
each week," Huckeba said. the offense is prepared.
"Offensively we prepare
"There is never a week where
you say, 'Okay, we can relax a for the worst every week,"
little bit this week.'You have Powell said. "We look at
to come out and play your multip le d efensive fronts
best. Ifyou play average, then and coverages every day so

that when it comes game on the team on Saturday,
day we are not surprise by but so will former Bison
anything."
football players.
Although every game of
"Our g uys are going to
the season counts, players play hard; they've played
and coaches said a special hard all year long,"Huckeba
emphasis is placed on the said. "The biggest thing that
Homecoming game because changes is that they know
of the enormous support all the old Bison football
given by former students players will be back in the
and players.
stands watching them to see
"There is nothing better how this year's edition of the
than playing for a full sta- team is playing. It will pump
dium," Powell said. "I think them up to play their best."
everyone on our team would
After their matchup
agree that when the crowd is against Arkansas Tech, the
big and loud we feed off it. Bisons will play their last
Nothing beats a loud band game of the regular season
and a rowdy crowd."
at home against University
Not only will current of Northern Alabam a Nov.
students and alumni ch eer 13 at 2 p .m.

Back to the future:
Reininiscing on 'Ice Bowl' and '72 Bisons
by JOHN MARK
ADKISON
sports editor
Seven seconds are left
in the game. The temperature is 26 degrees, the
wind is pushing strong at
a speed of 25 mph, giving
their opponents the upper
hand. It is the last game
of the season, and the two
teams are tied.
Then quarterback Tom
Ed Gooden gets the ball,
makes a 41-yard boot,
makes the field goal and
leads the H arding College
Bisons to victory in the second annual Cowboy Bowl.
Wait a minute. Harding
College Bisons?
Yes, Harding College
Bisons, because the year is
1972. 3 8 years ago, Harding's football team had a
record-setting 10- 1 season,
which was magnified by
winning its first bowl
gam e, also its first Arkansas
Intercollegiate Conference (AIC) champio nship
victory.
According to the 1972
Petit J ean yearbook, the
'72 Bisons were ranked in
the top 15 in the NAIA,
which gave them a bid for
their first bowl game in
Lawton, Okla., against the
Langston Lions. Known
as the Cowboy Bowl, the

game was also referred to
as the "Ice Bowl." Not
only was it snowing, but
the wind was pushing hard
against the Bisons, making
their triumph all the more
spectacular.
But there was more to
that season than recordbreaking victories. The
team itself was a strong fellowship of deeply spiritual
men. Three players from
that season can all be found
teaching in the Mdnteer
building.
"The seniors and other
players provided strong
spiritual leadership," said
Gary Gregg, who played
defensive back for the
Bisons from '69 to '73 and
is now associate director of
the Center for Advanced
Ministry Training. "It made
us into a very unique team.
M any life-long friends
came from that season."
A ccording to Gregg,
the team was strongly
spiritually focused. Every
W ednesday night the team
got together for a time of
devotional known as "football church ."
"The team h ad great
chemistry," said Dr. Adrian
Hickmon, who was a fresh man d efensive end in '72
and is now a counselor for
the Center of Marriage and
Family. "We had just the

right combination of players. M any life-long friends
came from that season."
The head coach of the
'72 team was John Prock,
who coached the Bisons
from 1964 to 1987. The
other coaches included
defensive backs coach
Jerry Mote, offensive lines
coach Dick Johnson, and
defensive lines coach Cliff
Sharp. Both Mote and
Johnson became elders for
the D owntown Church of
Christ, and Sharp went on
to start a child adoption
program in T ennessee.
"The coaches were strict
and demanding, but they
were fair and fun," Gregg
said. "I really modeled
them a lot when I went
into coaching. L ooking back at what is really
important, I know athletics
are not important. But
athletics can be used as
a tool or vehicle for the
Lord. The coach es und erstood the big picture of
eternity."
The '72 Bisons became a
family of spiritual men who
loved their teammates. Dr.
Ken Neller, now a professor of N ew Testament and
Greek for the College of
Bibl_e and R eligion, was
a walk-on freshman who
played offP.nsive guard.
"M y favorite memories

photo courtesy oj'Nathan Looney IHU Sports
Information
File program for the 2nd Annual Cowboy Bowl.
of the bowl were being
there, freezing to death,
and the exhilaration of
Tom Ed's zillion-yard goal
at the last minute to win
the game," N eller said.
Even though the
weather was freezing, the

competition was fierce, and
the wind was set against
them, the 1972 Bisons
came out champions,
taking the lessons they
learned from that season
and using them to go long
in life.
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Men's soccer ends season
byKAELYN
TAVERNIT

guest writer

and SARAH KYLE
editor in cheif

photo by CALEB RUMMEL IThe Bison
Sophomore midfielder Rhon Royer runs the ball ha1·d down the field in Lhe
game against Christian Brothers University Bucs.

The Bison mens soa:er team
finished its season T uesdaywith
a loss against Christian Brothers
University, ending Gulf South
Conference title hopes.
The game, which was
originally slotted for Memphis,
Tenn., was postponed Sunday,
Oct. 24, due to weather conditions and moved to Harding's
campus Tuesday.
The Bisons fell 1-5 against
Christian Brothers,who took the
No. 2 seed in the tournament.

Harding finished the season

~th a 2-14-0 overall record
and a 1-4-0 record in the GSC.

Coach Greg Harris said
in an interview last week that
he was proud of his team,
regardless of the outcome of
this week's game.
'We are playing at,our best
soccer right now, "Harris said.
The Lady Bisons secured
a spot in the GSC when they
beat Ouachita Baptist Oct. 29,
their eighth win ofthe season.
To fight for the conference
title, the women's team will
be traveling to Pensacola, Fla.,
Nov. 7-9.
This year's tournament is
the last opportunity for the
Lady Bisons to make their
markin the GSC, as they will
be moving to a new conference

for the 2011-2012 season.
The men's team will follow
in 2012-2013.
Harris said all the women
players he recruited have competed in the GSC at least twice.
"Making it to the GSC
tournament is a celebration
of hard work for the season,"
Harris said.
.
Sophomore midfielder
Lauren Hawes said the team
has been working toward
a conference title from the
very first game of the season,
a goal that has strengthened
the bond they share.
"A lot of underclassmen
want the win for the seniors,"
Hawes said.
The last time the Lady
Bisons competed in the GSC
was 2007.

Lady Bison golflooks back on fall
season, prepares for spring
by JOHN MARK
ADKISON

sports editor
The Lady Bison golf team
has finished its fall season
and is now preparing for
the upcoming spring season.
Looking back on the fall
season, the Lady Bisons did
well, placing sixth in their
first tournament at the NSU
Classic, first in the Harding
Fall Classic and fourth in its
final tournament, the Lady
Red Wolf Classic.
Their overall record for
the fall was 23-30. But they
are not finished yet; they still
have the spring season to look
forward to and can use the
time in between to enhance
their skills.
"I think one thing we did

well this fall was to set our limits the fall golf season to
hopes high, and then we worked only four tournaments, but
really hard to reach the goal," there should be five to six
junior Evelyn Poteet said. tournaments in the spring,
"The fall is usually a 'wann up depending on when the
season' for the spring season weather gets wann.
"Overall, we have a team
when we play the conference
tournament. I think we are all of hard-hitters, which is our
looking forward to practicing single greatest strength," Boyd
hard this winter and playing said. "One thing we do need
the best we can come spring." to work on, however, is our
Head coach Nicky Boyd said short game."
this year's team had improved
Boyd also said the team
from previous years.
is a tight-knit group of girls
"Golf is a sport you can who have a passion for golf
keep getting better and better and push each other to work
at for years. No matter what harder.
age, it is a sport of a lifetime
"I love this sport It is a talent
and takes a special breed of that God has given me, and I
people to play it, p artially just love being outside playing
because you have to call your the sport, and so does the rest
own fouls," Boyd said. "1bis of the team," said Poteet."We
season went well and laid the just look forward to being able
groundwork for the spring." to practice together. We have
Boyd said that the NCAA fuendly competitions among

SEC weekend heats up
kevin boyce

Week after week after week,
the Southeastern Conference
continues to provide its fans
with the highest caliber of
games. Every week there
seems to be a cast of football
heavyweights going toe to toe
on the gridiron. 1his weekend
is certainly no exception. Here
is what to expect in the SEC
this weekend.
No. 6 Alabama (7-1, 4-1 .
SEC) at No. 10 LSU (7-1,
4-1 SEC)
Ifyou have ever wondered
what happens when an unstoppable fon::e meets an immovable
object, then tune into Saturday's
contest. The top 10 matchup
features two SEC teams still
in the hunt for a Western
Division title and a potential
BCS title. Alabama moved up
to No. 6 in the BCS standings
this week, and if the Crimson
Tide can win out and win the
SEC championship would
be in great shape to play for a
second national championship.
LSU needs quite a bit of help
ifit wants to play for national
championship, but ifLSU can
win out, the worst case scenario
will be an at-huge bid for a BCS

bowl. The game can be seen at
2:30 p.m. on CBS, Alabama
wins, 38- 21.
No.18 Arkansas (6-2, 3-2
SEC) at (6-2,4-2 SEC) No.19
South Carolina.
Those who look for an
offensive 'Shootout will have a
hard time finding one better
than this one. Both teams are
loaded with offensive weapons.
The South Carolina Gamecocks
are led by freshman sensation
Marcus Lattimore. Lattimore
is coming off a huge game
against Tennessee, in which
he rushed for 184 yards off
of29 carries. USC also boasts
the best wide receiver in the
conference in Alshon Jeffery.
Alshon Jeffery is only 65 yards
away from 1,000 yards on the
serum andleads the Southeastern
Conference in touchdowns with
7. Arkansas enters the contest
with a passing attack that ranks
sceond in the nation with
360 yards a contest. Arkansas
quarterback Ryan Mallett is
the primary factor in this. Mallett has already thrown for 18
touchdowns this season and is
just shyof2,500yards passing
for the season. The Razorbacks
will be without their leading
receiver Greg Childs but will
get playmakerJoe Adams back
in the lineup. The game can be
seen in primetime on ESPN
at 6 p.m., Arkansas wins in a
close one, 41 - 38.
Florida (5-3, 3-3 SEC) at
Vanderbilt (2-6, 1-4 SEC).

Florida will be headed
to Dudley Field to play the
Commodores of Vanderbilt.
Both teams have struggled this
year. Florida has lost three of
its last four games. Its only win
was a 34 to 31 overtime victory
over a struggling Georgia team.
Vanderbilt scored 140 yards in
its first two possessions in the
game against Arkansas but
gained only 13 yards the rest
ofthe game.1his game can be
seen on the SEC Network at
11 p.m., Vanderbilt comes out
with the upset, 14-10.
Chattanooga (5-3, 4-2
Southern) at No. 2 Auburn
(9-0, 6-0 SEC).
Get out your calculators for
this one. Cam Newton should
pad his stat sheet in this one.
Auburn wins easily, 60 - 10.
Tennessee (2-6, 0-5 SEC)
atMemphis(l-7,0-5C-USA).
Even though Tennessee
is down this year. Tennessee
wins,31-24.
Charleston Southern (2-6,
0-4 Big South) at Kentucky
(4-5, 1-5 SEC).
Should be an easy win for
the Wildcats. Kentucky wins
41-10.
Idaho St. (1-7, 0-6 Big Sky)
at Georgia (4-5, 3-4 SEC).
Georgia wins big, 35 - 3.
LA-Lafayette (2-6, 2-3
Sun Belt) at Ole Miss (3-5,
1-4 SEC).
Sleep easy Rebel.furn, noJack&:>nville Strepeats here.E.SPN-U
at6,0leMisswins45 -21.

ourselves at practice, which
pushes us to work harder."
The Lady Bisons finished
the fall season strong by placing fourth in the Lady Red
Wolf Classic in Jonesboro,
Ark. Sophomore Whitney
Olhausen shot consecutive
78s and placed ninth in the
tournament overall.
"We placed fourth out of
16 schools," said Boyd. "And
we were the only Division
II team in the tournament
and every other school was
Division I."
For the spring, the Lady
Bisons are especially looking
forward to the conference
tournament in April.
"Last year we finished third
in the conference tournament,"
photo by N OA H DA RNELL IThe Bison
Boyd said. ''.And we are a much
better team this year. So we Sophomore Whitney Oliver launches Lhe golf ball
are all very excited."
fa1· in the Ha1·ding Golf Classic in September.

Lady Bison basketball to
face Lipscolllb
A lot of the new style of
play comes from having a deep
student writer
roster this year, which will
allow the team to push the
ball up the court a lot more
and JOHN MARK
and
make more inside drives.
ADKISON
Two players who transferred
sports editor
to Harding are senior Brittany
Gottsponer, who transferred
The Harding University from Arkansas Tech, and senior
Lady Bison basketball team Cherilyn McMenamy, who
will be taking on Lipscomb transferred from West Texas
University, a Division I school, A&M University.
Nov. 6 at Lipscomb University
"I'm excited to play with
in Tennessee.
them this year," Rollins said.
"We're ready to go and "I think they will be a great
win," junior Sierra Rollins addition to the team and that
said. "They are a Division I they will bring a lot more
school, but our team this year energy to our team."
looks very strong and should
During Gottsponer's junior
have what it takes to win."
year, she started 22 games
Rollins said funs can expect and averaged 6.3 points, 2
a fun and fast-paced game rebounds and 2.4 assists per
this year.
game at Arl6.nsas Tech.
"I am most excited about
During Cherilyn Mcseeing how we deliver in a Menamy's sophomore year
game situation. Practice is at West Texas A&M, she
great, but this is a completely played in 34 games, averaging
different atmosphere. I can't 2.6 points and 2.6 rebounds
wait to see how we all play per game. She also had 30
together," freshman guard assists, 11 blocks and 11 steals
Kristen Celsor said.
her sophomore season.

by RUSS GRAY

The team has been practicing for weeks and is more
than ready for its first game.
"Coach Kirby has had us
practicing so many plays every
day, they all run together at
times," Celsor said. " We
have press-breakers, fast
break plays, plays for zone
and man defenses, and our
own press defenses, man
defenses and zone defense. I
think we can cover anything
that they throw at us. He has
us well-prepared; we've just
got to remember all that we
have been taught"
For freshmen like Celsor,
this is their first taste of college gameplay. For the team,
their time has arrived
"The first game will give
the freshmen players an opportunity to experience what
college basketball is all about,"
Rollins said. "For the older
players on the team, it's a great
way for us to prepare for the
season, as well as prepare to
playtheNo.1 andNo.2schools
in our conference, Delta State
and Arkansas Tech."
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Paying ,i t Forward
Forlller HU Football Players Return as Coaches

Ronnie Huckeba

Clay Beason

Then: Played 1993-1996; receiver, quarterback
Now: Head Coach
¢;
{<

;#

.

~

W<

'Cf

%(Wioi

'*"~uote: "[Football] teaches you a lot about life .... It teaches'!

Quote: ''lFootball] is my favorite sport. I loved it fro
,,e
time I was a little boy. My dad ':"as a huge football fan, and
0
that Vi<tS a huge'influence on me."

JOU

*

to respond con-ectly and do the right thing, even when
someone isn't looking."
~

Lee Edwards

'

Paul Simmons

'

•

111} •

Then: J:>lay¢ J99 l,;l994; quarterback, defensiv~ end., lihet>acker

*

Npit Offensive Coordinator

Now: Defensive Line Coach and Defensive Coordinator
¥

*

%

W'

}fr

""

Quote: "Football is one of amillitm ways where God calfwotk:.* oJ<!t~: "''l~ant'.tobe'agi-:at coaefi for football, but it's ; o mu~k #
'After a battle whetherto pursue a cah~er in ministry, I
ally I\l~fe itn.portanlt:Q.at 'I ai:i_a ~eat co~ch of th~ things th~t r~aJtt
decided that God's plan for me was in football."
hi· +matter: accountability, mtergnty and faithfulness.

Klay Bartee

$

Luke Cullins

~:'

Then: :rlryia 11977~1982; linebaCker,
NOW!

fil

Now: Wide Receiver Coach

Linebacker Coach

abRut

· Qllote: ''Playing for Harding has always been more
preparingJor
life than it has been about football. Footba:ll:~is
'F
,..
+
just tlie-svehicle to help study life."
•
"~''-

•

·Xi?

·::~\ .>:'<

·t:~

~ote~

"Coach Ragsdale [my coach] was the greatest influence .
·in i\t} life as a person,' besides my father. I try to have thae1stine ·,
'' · '*'positive influence when I coach."
" \,
-~,
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Filllls: new, not always illlproved
by MICHAEL
"THROWBACK"
RODEN
alumnus
Fortwoyearsin thelatc70s,
I wrote a review oolwnn for the
Bison. Although I occasionally
targeted television, music and,
when I was feeling particuarly
brave, campus productions, the
usual subject was film. For a
farm kid largely raised in front
of the TV, the column was an
opportunity to share my pop
culture views with my peers.
Writing the column, along
with the enduring friendships
I made while on the Bison
staff, was the highlight ofmy
college years.
The last movie I reviewed for
the Bison was Carroll Ballards
"The.Black Stallion," which
despite its family-friendly
rating, nonetheless bore the
cinematography and cerebral
depth ofits producer, Francis
Coppola. Contrast that movie
with recent "family films" involving animals - "Beverly
Hills Chihuahua,""Hotel For
Dogs" and "Cats & Dogs 2:
The Revenge OfKitty Galore"
- and )-QU'll get a sense ofhow
far we've sunk in the last 30
years. An unfair comparison?
Perhaps. Still, theres no denying
that the major studio offerings
today are louder, coarser and
... well, dumber ... than those
of the '70s, a decade when
even the G-rated films were
intelligent and inspiring.
Certainly, there have been
great films in the ensuing three
decades, including many that
are on my all-time favorites
list. Sam Mendes, the Coen
brothers and Paul Thomas

Anderson are making fihns that

can stand alongside anything
produced in the '70s. Pixar
has rejuvenated the animated
genre with "Up,""WALL-E"
and the "Toy Story" trilogy. A
few survivors ofthe 70s era are
still going strong, chiefamong
them Steven Spielberg,Martin
Soorccse and Clint Eastwood.
I'll also concede that the
'70s had its share of insipid
and moronic bombs. Then
again, even the B movies of
the decade - be they the Burt
Reynolds good ol'boy actioncomedies or the grindhouse
works of Roger Corman and
Crown International - have
a charm and ironic innocence
when viewed today.
The era of "'70s films"
began in 1967, when a new
generation offilmmakers came
ofage and shook the status quo.
Penn's landmark film "Bonnie
and Clyde," along with "Cool
Hand Luke,"'"The Graduate"
and "In the Heat ofthe Night,"
represented a marlcfd departure
from previous norms.
Movies would now make
us a little uncomfortable as
they force us to look at things
from a different, usually
outsider's, perspective. For
audiences scarred by Vietnam,
assassinations and Watergate, it
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"MadMen"and"BreakingBad."
A few studio "prestige"

films are made each year, in the

Today, it is
unlikely that
any of the major
studios would
greenlight
these authoritychallenging
picturesJf made
at all, they would
be produced
independently,
with cobbledtogether
financing, or for
cable television.

hopes that Oscar nominations

will generate box office juice,
but they're more like the
English department that owes
its funding to the Division I

football team's NCM sucees.5.
Studios no longer wanted to
risk money on middle-rangebudget dramas or historical
epics. As a result, many great
films simply go unmade. The
saddest example ofthis may be
the Jackie Robinson bio-film

that Spike Lee has been pushing
for 10 years. An American
feel-good story made by a
filmmaker seemingly born for
the project-yet no studio or
financial backers seem willing
to take the risk Instead, we get
more films about the antics of
oversexed teenagers.
In 1963 fuur~ before the
revolution he is credited with
starting - the prophetic Penn
said ofHollywood, "As fur as I
can see, the place is killing itself
Pretty soon it'll be churning
out only big blockbusters and

TV series. That's all, no more
actual films." Fortunately, in
between the prophecy and
its fulfillment came that
brief, shining moment when
mainstream movies aimed for
lofty artistic heights, spoke
to the disenfranchised and
cynical among us and ruffled
some feathers along the way to
immortality. I'm fortunate to
have come of age during such
an era, and ever the optimist, I
look forward to the pendulum
swinging back. Ifthe films of
the '70s taught us anything,
it's that things never stay the
same. In the words of flawed
"Mad Men" protagonist Don
Draper, "Change is neither
good nor bad. It just is."

"MICHAELRODEN is a
1982 Harding graduate.
He served as the Bison's
movie\eviewer during
his time at Harding.

(

Word of the Day
Gelid:
(JEL-id)
extremely cold, icy, frosty
The gelid rain fell for most of the week,
kicking off the monsoon season of
Arkansas.
Eat Rllpino fWfY

day of thl weefr,!

Mor\-Thun
10•m • 8pm

by JANET ORGAIN
student writer
I am all about taking a
book to the big screen. I love
a good fantasy epic fraught
with noble heroes and evil
villains taken straight from
the pages of our favorite
paperbacks. "Harry Potter,"
"Lord of the Rings" and
"Chronicles of N arnia" have
all been major hits in the
hearts of viewers. However,
"Legend of the Guardians: fascist, power-hungry owls
The Owls of Ga'Hoole" preparing to conquer the owl
might have stretched the world. Soren escapes, while
book-to-movie transition Kludd chooses to become a
"Pure One."Soren and friends
too far.
Taken from Kathryn fly to the tree of Ga'Hoole
Lasky's book series and to find the legendary owl
directed by Zach Snyder, guardians . Together, they
"Legend of the Guardians" · battle the evil regime to a
is a classic good-versus-evil swashbuckling ending of
story, except with owls. Owl brother versus brother.
The quality offilmmaking
brothers Soren, voiced by
Jim Sturgess, and Kludd, was remarkable. While in
voiced by Ryan Kwanten, are the theater, the audience
abducted from their home does not have a chance to
by the evil "Pure Ones" and think about the movie being
are taken to a boot camp for unrealistic in detail and

·~

Inquire today!
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As a huge fan of chick
flicks and a mild sap, "Life as
We Know It" with Katherine
Heigl and Josh Duhamel hit
just the right emotion for me
to be considered a good, not
great movie. Not knowing
exactly what to expect from
the trailer, I was surprised at
the mixed emotion the movie
created within me.
The film begins with
Holly Berenson (Katherine
Heigl) going on a date with
Eric Messer (Josh Duhamel).
Well, a date is a complete
overstatement. The couple
didn't even make it to the
restaurant due to their
conflicting personalities and
lack of interest in each other.
This first scene really set
the stage for the relationship
between Holly and Eric
throughout the rest of the
movie. Though they wish to
never see each other again,
that proves impossible because
their best friends are married,
with their godchild, Sophie.
The movie then takes a
sharp turn for the worse.
Sophie's parents are killed in
a car accident, which seems
to me to be a rather harsh
way for the film to plan a
set-up bet.ween the two. What
seemed to be a light-hearted,
boy-falls-in-love-with-girl
fairy tale, turned into a sad
and complicated storyline.
Holly and Eric are given
joint custody of Sophie
and are forced to do many
things they never dreamed
of, especially raising a child.

As you can imagine, the pair
experiences many struggles
along the way, from Holly's
control-freak personality, to
Eric's immature, womanizing
attitude, to moving away and
finally Holly's new boyfriend.
Compromise becomes the key
to making this "relationship"
work.
I found myself laughing
at their attempts to raise
Sophie, but at the same time
I felt a little annoyed at the
constant arguing and a lot of
baby crying. I can only handle
so much screaming noise and
exaggerated arguments.
As with every chick flick,
the pair begins to realize, "Oh
hey, maybe we are meant
for each other." Yes, it was
predictable. But what romantic
comedy isn't? .
"Life as We Know It" has
a perfect amount of ups and
downs if you ask me. I was
not prepared to be sad during
the course of the movie, but
it happened, and I'm glad it
did. It made the end more
satisfying. If)-QU want a movie
that is touching with a bit of
comedy relief, "Life As We
Know It" is the perfect movie.

design. The visual clarity
of characters and settings
was simply stunning. The
storyline, however, was not
quite as clear as the picture.
"Legend ofthe Guardians"
gives too much information in
too little time. The audience
barely has a chance to meet
the characters before they
have played their part and
exited the screen. We had
whiplash just trying to
follow faces through the
fast-paced plot.
Although the film is a
children's story, the action
involved in battle scenes is
anything but vague. Armored
faceplates and 6-inch spears
adorn the soldiering owls
w:hile they literally impale
each other in midair.
Although no blood is seen,
the violence is enough to
spur nightmares in younger
viewers. Yet, the story is not
intriguing enough to enthrall
an adult audience either. The
screenwriters and directors
seem to have tried to reach
both audiences, yet missed

The visual clarity
of characters
and settings was
simply stunning.
The storyline,
however, was
not quite as clear
as the picture.
... However,
I am not sure
just "hoo"
is the most
appropriate
audience.
somewhere in the middle.
Aside from the violent
battle scenes, "Legend of the
Guardians" is a clean film,
upholding the nobility of
what is right and scorning
the shame of evil. However, I
am not sure just "hoo" is the
most appropriate audience.

Think M.B.A.!
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by GINA CIELO
student writer

Life after college crossed your mind?

Discover how an M.B.A. can put
your CAREER on the FAST track:
• Open to all majors
• 100% online
• 12 months
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but storyline misses mark
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was a counter-culture journey
they were ready to take.
The primary difference
between the films oftoday and
those we think of as defining
the'70s- "Apocalypse Now,"
"M•NS*H" and "Taxi Driver"
- all were made through the
corpor.rte !>tudio ~Today.it
is wilikcly that any ofthe major
studios would greenlight these
authority-challenging pictures.
Ifmade at all, they would be
produced independently; with
cobbled-together financing, or
for cable television. Indeed,
some of the most intelligent
writing, directing and acting
has been on the small screen,
including series like AMC's

'Life as We Know

Now using
environmentally friendly

water-borne paint!
"We're
Serious
About
Customer
Service."
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Hoinecollling royals ruinble over regalia
SarahAntczak

Dia Gibson

VanessaRubey
Year: Senior
Hometown: Flower
Mound, Texas
Major: Nursing
Fu ture plans: Move back
to Texas after graduation
with her husband, Braden,
with hopes of becoming a
pediatric oncology nurse at
Dallas Children's Hospital.

Year: Senior
Hometown: Jonesboro,
Ark.
Major: Exercise Science/
Pre-Physician Assistant
Future Plans: Attend PA
school next fall and work
in a hospital setting with

Year: Senior
Hometown: Jacksonville,
Fla.
Major: Interior Design

Future Plans: Marry her
fiance this summer and
move lo Nashville, hoping
to become an accredited
interior designer there and
specialize in residential
interior design.

some medical mission

work in the future.

"I appreciate how spirituality is infiltrated
through every part of this university. I love the
be surrounded by Godly women and by teachers who atmosphere and the community aspect; the
people here are irreplaceable, and the campus is
teach from a Christian perspective. J love the
beautiful year-round."
Christmas lights during the holiday season, too!''
"The thing I love most about Harding is the relation-

ships, especially within my club. I just feel blessed to

"Everyone is so supportive and willing to help
out with anything at all when you are in n eed.
It is honestly a family away from home. I would
not trade the friendships I have made here for
the world!"

85 years ofCutie Pies: past, present Ju Go Ju members gather
by JANET ORGAIN
student writer
The longest running
women's social club on campus will celebrate 85 years of
purple and white cutie pies
as part of the Homecoming
festivities Saturday, Nov. 6.
Started in 1925,Ju Go Ju
social club has been steeped in
tradition and in membershipThe club is not only the oldest
but also one of the biggest on
Harding campus.
"Ever since I pledged, Ju
Go Ju has really proven to be
a great club,"Ju Go Ju president Erin Powell said. "We
are service-driven and have a
lot of unity and sisterhood."
Powell also said the club's
genuine friendliness drew
her in as a freshman. Dean
of Women and former club
member Sheri Shearin said
she joined Ju Go Ju for the
same reason 45 years ago.

photo byABBYKELLETT/ Petit Jean
The 2010 Ju Go Ju inductees anxiously clutch
their club books as they wait in formation.
"As a student, I felt like bows, Shearin said she and
those girls were friendly and
outgoing," Shearin said. "They
were very nice and interested
in me. That really stood out
at the time, not because there
were so many of them, but
because they stepped up to
meet everybody-"
Although club week did
not consist of big purple hair

her club sisters instead wore
purple and white garters on
their arms. The garters could
not be taken off during club
week, and the men's clubs
tried to steal the garters at
every opportunity.
Shearin also held the office
of new member coordinator
her sophomore year and was

photo courtesyo/SheriShearin
The 1966 Ju Go Ju inductees pose during a club
week event, decked in leis and flowery print.
the "pledge mistress" for Dr. Shearin said. "We [Shearin
Jan Morgan, current chair of and Morgan] were able to
teacher education.
enjoy the club together. That
Shearin and Morgan was special then, and it's
became roommates and club special now."
Morgan said she enjoyed
sisters as students and are still
great friends today, according the Maypole event as a stuto Shearin_
dent. She said each club had
"You make friends that a representative to "wind the
you have a bond with, and Maypole" and had to practice
that bond is always there," earlyin the morning.Morgan

also said going to Little Rock
for functions was a highlight
for students in the 1960s.
"We loved going to Little
Rock for our functions,"
Morgan said. "That was big
then because we didn't all
have cars. We had formals
there and were dressed up.
It was very important to
be dressed-up, dressed-up
cutie pies-"
Old and new members
alike will be at Harding for
the 85th reunion celebration.
The club is hosting a breakfast
Saturday morning for former
and pres'ent members to fellowship together.
"The 85th anniversary is
the coolest thing," said senior
Ju Go Ju member Adrienne
Bryant. "There are women
who came way before me that
I have a bond with because
of our club. We are learning
about their heritage_ It's such
a neat experience."

Theatre departnient sees
dramatic change over tllne
the scale is much larger. The
shows are performed in the
Benson Auditorium, with
Over the years, Harding's a 99- foot-wide stage and
plays and musicals have un- a capacity of 3, 700 people.
dergone a number ofchanges.
According to Miller, the
Robin Miller, director of idea of the dinner theatre,
Harding theatre programs, has which began 25 years ago,
experienced these changes has also come a long way.
"When we first started the
firsthand. Miller has been
involved in the theatre pro- dinner theatre, we started in
gram since 1973.
the student center, where we
Coming to Harding with literally took out some tables
the intent to be a preacher, in the seating area and built
he soon found out his calling a platform," said Miller.
might be in a very different
The dinner theatre also
field. Miller got involved in found its place in the cafeteria
theatre and participated in and the Hammon Room. The
his first play, "My Fair Lady," show is currently performed
his freshman year. Miller has in the Ulrey Performing Arts
not looked back since that Center_
moment.
While the location of
He is now the director the plays has dramatically
and technician of all plays changed, the costumes have
and musicals at Harding.
also taken a similar shift.
With so many years of Now, costumes have to be
experience under his belt, more historically correct.
Miller said one of the biggest People have become savvier
changes over the years has about clothing and also about
been the scale of the shows. history, Miller said.
Performances used to be in the
"We can't cut as many
Administration Auditorium, corn ers as we used to, "
where the stage is about 30 Miller said.
Also, the too l- making
feet wide and the capacity is
about 1,000 people. Nowadays, skills of costume designers

by GINA CIELO
student writer

have decreased. In the past,
almost every woman knew
how to use a sewing machine.
In today's world, it is very
rare to come across a student
with sewing skills.
"Nowadays, when somebody walks into the costume
shop, we say, 'Hi, that is a
sewing machine; you sit on
that side,"' Miller said.
Miller has also noticed a
great change ih the amount
of talent students come into
college with. J:Ie said that
there are not as many people
with singing backgrounds but
definitely more with public
speaking and acting skills.
The last change Miller has
seen throughout the years
is the fact that the Harding
student is now busier than
ever. Students are involved in
more extracurricular activities,
thus limiting their availability
for rehearsal times. Miller
said h e has gotten used to
juggling schedules.
There is no doubt that
the theatre program has
undergone a lot of change
since 1973, and there is no
doubt that the future holds
even more transformations.

Always put litter in its place and
recycle everything you can.
Doing a little can do a lot.

SHINE.

I

KEEP

ARKANSAS

BEAUTIFUL

To learn more about our organizatio n,
visit KeepArkansasBeautiful.com or call 888-742-8701.
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Miss Flor Ramos

Miss Amber Roe

Translated as "Flower Branches," Flor Ramos is one
spicy Walton scholar. Flor spends time working with
the Jesus Project, Smiles for Christ, Multi-Cultural Stu. dent Action Committee, National Broadcasting Society
and Omicron Delta Kappa. Flor loves to eat papusas,
a traditional food of El Salvador, and likes the color
blue. This service-minded ball of energy knows her way
around a camera and can always get you to smile.

Free spiri~ Amber Roe describes herself as a girl with
"stars in my eyes for the next big thing." You can find
her in Midnight Oil writing poetry. Tanned and freckled,
Amber doesn't own a driver's license but loves to hike.
Amber, a member of HUmanity, has a love for singing in
the stairwells of the English building. Decidedly forthright,
this whimsical girl always wants to learn
someone else's story.

Miss Gabriella Marcellini

Miss Danielle Baker

President of the Honors Council, Gabby - as she is
known to her friends - is also an executive vice president
of the American Studies Institute, secretary for Omicron
Delta Kappa and a member of the Multi-Cultural Student
Action Committee. With dark glossy curls and an even
temper, Gabby is also ajetsetter, having been to 18
countries on five continents. When she is not traveling,
she loves to plan events and sing. You can see her getting
her "Charleston" on in "Thoroughly Modem Millie."

Danielle Baker does not "tolerate any mess." This
Campus Activities Board secretary with a shining nose
stud and hair curled to perfection always knows first what
is happening on campus. A McNair Scholar and lover
of chocolate brown and teal, Danielle loves the thrill of
a good sale. Danielle, who is in Delta Gamma Rho, has
been part of the Impact Steering Committee for the past
two years. She is an avid reader and also enjoys spending
time with her boyfriend and accepts only the best

1929 Petit Jean
Harding
Woman

Social Regulations for Pattie Cobb: 1943-1947
1. The young ladies are permitted to have social engagements at the following hours:
•Sunday morning at church and then at the dormitory until lunch
is over
•Sunday afternoon, 3 to 5
•Sunday evening, 7:15 until returning directly from church
•Monday night meeting
•Wednesday evening prayer meeting in town
•Every other Saturday evening, 7 to 10
(Alternating Saturdays,supper until 7 p.m.)
•Sitting in swings, talking, playing tennis, etc. ,. is permissible any
time on the grounds during daytime
•Other times only by special permission

2. Couples taking Sunday afternoon walks are requested to walk no other place than
the residence district of town. Students are asked to go in groups of no fewer than six,
remaining together until they return from walking.
3.When couples are walking to town for ball games, church or other functions at night,
they are requested to walk in a group, with approved sponsor, unless special permission
has been granted.
4.When couples eat together in the dining hall, they are asked to leave the tables as soon
as the meal is finished, and not to extend the social hour by loitering at the tables or in
the dining hall after meals.

Mrs. Mae Bell
Dowdy
Mrs. Dowdy has virtues that the
teachers urge Harding girls to
cultivate - quietness, modesty and
intelligence. More than this, she
has met their approval by marrying instead of seeking a business
career. She is pleasant at all times.

5.Couples returning from church or other places at night are permitted to come by the
College Inn for refreshments but are urged not to abuse this privilege by taking more
Lime than is necessary. (This applies to nights when we have study hour.) Social hour on
campus ends daily at 6 p.m.
6.Students are not permitted to take car rides except by special permission.
7.Young ladies do not leave our campus (except for town going) without permission.
Pena/Lyfor vz"olation ofthe above regulations may·consist ofdemerits or f orfeiture ofsocial
privileges, or more serious measures ifthe case demands it.
Information for this segment was procured from the Harding History House.
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